Palliative Care Handbook
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Palliative Care is the physical, emotional, social and spiritual
care given to a dying individual and his or her loved ones where
active treatment is no longer the goal. Heartland Hospice Moose
Jaw is here to enhance the final chapter of a patient’s palliative
journey through their Hospice Care experience.
This pamphlet was created to offer a gentle outline of information
to support you in knowing what to expect as your Beloved nears the
end of their physical life. We hope this information serves as a
sense of guidance for you on this journey.
The Heartland Hospice Resource Library located in the bookcase of
the Family Room has numerous books for all ages on the topics of
dying, death and grief. These are available to the patients and
family of Heartland Hospice.
First, through this image, we share the defining differences between
Palliative Care; End-of-Life-Care and Hospice Care.
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Having a sense of “what to expect” can help you anticipate and
prepare yourself for the road ahead. The following topics are ones
that will serve to help you do so.

Preparing for Death: A Guide for Caregivers
As a person is dying, their body will go through a number of physical
changes as it slows down and moves toward the final stages of life. Many
of these changes are normal and to be expected. Please remember that
each person is different; all of these signs and symptoms won’t occur for
everyone. Although the following changes are presented in the order in
which they usually appear, some variation is common. When you notice
changes or have any questions or concerns please talk to your family
doctor or one of the FHHR palliative care team members. They can make
any needed adjustments and offer practical suggestions. We hope that
this information will help you prepare for changes that are likely to
happen. We include some practical advice and comfort measures to help
you in your role as caregiver and advocate.

A dying person may...

Sleep longer
A dying person may sleep for longer periods and sometimes have difficulty
waking. Times of increased activity and communication may be followed
by hours or days of deep sleep and unresponsiveness.
In the moments before death occurs, many people appear to be
sleeping or comatose.
• Plan visits for times when the person is more wakeful and alert.
• Encourage visitors to sit quietly at the bedside. Physical touch, such
as holding hands, may be a good way to connect.
• Avoid overtiring the person. Limit the number and length of visits.
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Become confused and/or restless
A dying person may be unable to recognize familiar people or
surroundings, see things that you cannot see, pull at their sheets
and clothing or reach into the air.
• Speak calmly, slowly and in a manner that is familiar to the person.
• Offer reassurance about their safety and your presence.
• Consider playing calm and soothing music, gently placing your hand on
the person or offering a hand or foot massage.
• Try to minimize unwanted stimulation.
• Give gentle reminders about the time, where they are and who is
present in the room. Use caution when attempting to correct or discount
what appears real to the dying person as this may increase their distress.
•They may become restless and pull at the bed linen and clothing, or may
“see” things.
•They may not respond to voices or touch and may be in a coma or
sleeping with eyes open.
•Physical touch, such as holding hands, may be a good way to connect.
• Continue to speak in a calm, natural way. Messages of love and support
can be heard.
• Ask the nurse, doctor or palliative care team if medications would help.

Experience emotional and spiritual changes
A dying person may talk about going on a trip, ask to go home, or speak
to people you don’t see. Strong emotions such as fear or anger also, may
be expressed near end of life. Although not everyone will experience
these responses, they are considered normal and expected.
• Continue to respond in your usual way.
• Realize that the dying person may be working through important issues
such as life review, saying goodbye and letting go.
• Accept that unusual language or references are not always signs of a
problem and may hold helpful insights into the dying person’s experience.
This is explained in a book called Final Gifts (1993) by
Maggie Callanan and Patricia Kelley.
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• Please invite your Clergy, or contact FHHR Volunteer Services at 306691-6508 and ask for a Spiritual Care Visitor to discuss these changes with
you.

Eat and drink much less
It is normal at end of life for people to have very little appetite or thirst.
A dying person may not be interested in food or drink. This is a natural
part of their body preparing for death.
• Ask what they wish to eat or drink.
• Serve small portions of soft, light food or fluids.
• Understand that if a dying person eats or drinks more than is wanted,
this can cause nausea, vomiting and other problems.
• Clean the person’s mouth with a damp cloth or mouth swab, and apply
moisturizer to the lips to help with dryness.
•When the person is no longer able to swallow: Continue mouth care, as
above.
•Consider offering other kinds of support such as gentle massage, skin
care, music and conversation.
Develop Wet-Sounding Breathing
This may be caused by saliva collecting at the back of the throat which
cannot be swallowed because of weak muscles.
•Turn patient to their side.
•Raise the head of the bed or raise upper body with pillows.
•Suctioning is usually ineffective in clearing secretions.
Have Irregular Pulse or Heartbeat
Both of these are normal patterns and are signs of the “slowing down”
process.
Lose Control of Bladder or Bowels
Your Nurse can give advice on protective coverings for beds or
recommend whether a catheter may be helpful.
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Have Cool Limbs
The arms and legs may feel cool to touch with the skin acquiring a
blue/purple mottled appearance. They may perspire or feel cool and
clammy. Slowing of circulation causes these changes. Cover the patient as
usual as they will not be feeling cold.

Have Irregular or Shallow Breathing
It is common to have 10-30 second periods when breathing may stop.
Gasping sounds are common.

Food and Fluids at the End of Life
As death approaches, people often experience a decrease in appetite with
little or no interest in food and drink. They may be unable to digest food
or to take fluids by mouth. While a decrease in appetite and thirst is not
painful and is an expected part of dying, it can sometimes be worrisome.
People are often concerned about reduced calorie intake or the effects of
dehydration. It is natural for families to want to continue providing
nourishment at this time. In specific situations, artificial hydration (such
as intravenous fluids) can be beneficial. Generally, however, hydration
does not improve comfort or prolong life. In order to make the best
decisions about hydration it is important that the patient, family and
health care team work together. Your physician, Home Care Nurse or
hospice palliative care team can offer information and advice about the
role of food and fluids and ways to handle decreasing intake. Discussions
about nutrition are important.
As death approaches, people’s needs and wishes can change, making it
necessary to keep asking, “What is helpful for this person at this time?”
There will be no single ‘right answer’ to this question, as it will always
depend on the unique circumstances of each patient.
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Helpful Things to Consider
•
•
•
•

•
•

Decreasing food and fluid intake is a common, natural part of the
dying process.
Most dying people do not experience thirst or hunger as death
approaches.
Giving food and fluids by artificial means (e.g., intravenously) does
not usually prolong life or improve its quality.
Providing food and fluids by artificial means may, in fact, increase
distressing symptoms such as shortness of breath, respiratory
congestion, restlessness, nausea and vomiting.
When people have difficulty swallowing, eating and drinking may
put them at risk for choking.
Artificial hydration does not provide nutrition. Artificial hydration
does not usually prevent or improve thirst or relieve a dry mouth.
Frequent mouth care can help relieve a dry mouth. (See General
tips for mouth care, at right.)

General Tips for Mouth Care
Providing Care and Comfort General tips for mouth care:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Keep lips moist with petroleum jelly, water-soluble gels, artificial
saliva or unscented moisturizer.
Use a moist cloth, soft toothbrush or plain mouth swab to wipe the
mouth; avoid glycerine and lemon swabs, which can dry the mouth
further.
Mist the mouth with water, being careful not to give too much.
When the person is still able to swallow safely: Give mouth care, as
above.
Let him or her decide on the amount of food and fluid wanted.
Offer ice chips or popsicles.

Loving support is often the most important nourishment…
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Relaxation Techniques
Pursed Lip Breathing (for shortness of breath)
Shortness of breath can be physically and emotionally anxiety-provoking
and impact quality of life. This technique is one of the most helpful things
you can do when you feel short of breath. The lip position helps keep the
breathing tubes open and maintains better pressure in the air sacs in the
lungs. It can reduce breathlessness, slow rapid breathing, help empty stale
air out of the lungs. This method of breathing can increase breathing
volume and lengthen the exhale, which helps with anxiety. It also
encourages the contraction of the abdominal muscles, moving the
diaphragm up to empty the lungs more fully, allowing the fullest possible
in-breath. (At first, breathe without counting; over time, gradually
lengthen exhale towards one-and-a-half times as long as the inhale ie:2 in
to 3 out for example).
• Breathe in slowly through your nose as though smelling something
delicious. Relax your neck and shoulders as much as possible.
• Lean slightly forward and softly, gently, s-l-o-w-l-y blow out through
pursed lips as though cooling hot soup or using the breath to flicker a
candle. Do not force the air out.

Eye Breathing (for acute pain or anxiety)
This intervention can rapidly help separate you from feelings of pain,
discomfort or disturbing thoughts. It can be used in emergency situations
and times of acute pain or anxiety while waiting for medical interventions
to take effect.
• Sit or lie as comfortably as able, breathing as normally as possible.
• Begin to link your eyes closing with your own breathing rhythm, just as
your breath is right now.
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• Open your eyes while breathing in and allow them to close while
breathing out.
• Continue breathing, establishing a distinct rhythm all your own.
• As you inhale (eyes open) and exhale (eyes closed), you may want to
imagine adding a colour to the inhale – any colour that you find soothing
or healing – a colour that offers the kind of peacefulness and comfort you
are looking for.
• After a while, you might consider colouring the exhale as well – any
colour that represents something you want to eliminate or release.
• Continue breathing… (eyes open) breathing in that healing colour, (eyes
closed) breathing out that releasing colour, as long as needed.

Anxiety Reduction Breathing (in-cool, out-warm)
This technique stimulates the parasympathetic nervous system –
activating the body’s natural relaxation response. It can be practised at
anytime and anywhere.
• Bring your attention to the breath, just as it is, allowing your body to
breathe in its own way.
• Let your attention come to your nostrils or the back of the nose,
wherever the sensation of air moving is strongest and feel the breath
moving there.
• Begin to notice the temperature difference between in-breath (cool)
and out-breath (warm) and pay attention – feeling this difference for one
to several minutes.
• If you like, silently repeat to yourself “in-cool, out-warm” to deepen the
effect.
• Continue for a few minutes to allow the practice to work. Your body’s
own relaxation response will help distress and anxiety subside naturally
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• When you feel finished, count yourself up through five regular or deeper
breaths, becoming increasingly alert and refreshed at each breath.
In case of clinical depression, balance this technique with some deeper
breathing or gentle activity.
This technique can be used alone or while waiting for medication to take
effect.

Relief Breath

This breath can be used in times of pain (acute or chronic), stress, or
anxiety. It can increase your sense of safety and comfort, and your ability
to respond to challenging situations.
• Begin by slowing your exhale slightly by breathing out through softly
pursed lips.
• Let your belly draw back and widen with each exhale.
• To inhale, close your lips and release any belly tension – this relaxing will
allow the most natural in-breath possible to flow through your nostrils and
into your lungs.
• Over time, intend towards gently lengthening the exhale to a count of 6
or 8, and inhale for a count of 3 or 4.
• Allow the out-breath to be intentional and complete without strain, and
the in-breath to be as relaxed and effortless as possible.
• Continue for as many rounds as desired. 1 At first, breathe without
counting; over time, gradually lengthen exhale towards one-and-a-half
times as long as the inhale (2 in to 3 out for example).
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5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -1 (A Self hypnosis tool for deep relaxation).

This technique can be used to relax in stressful situations, and to re-centre
your-self. It can help with pain, trouble sleeping, anxiety and scary
thoughts, nightmares and symptoms of post-traumatic stress.
(This can be done safely anywhere except while driving or biking as it
narrows peripheral vision.)
• Find the most comfortable position you can find, and find
something pleasant to focus your eyes upon.
• Breathe normally. Your eyes can stay softly open unless you wish
to close them or are using this to fall asleep. Keep your head
and eyes quite still.
• Open your senses. Now name out loud (to deepen the effect):
5 things you see, 5 things you hear and 5 physical sensations you
are aware of in your body. Notice each detail, maybe taking a
breath between each one.
•

•
•
•
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Naming an item more than once or counting on your fingers is
fine. If you lose count simply begin again. If pain or discomfort is
present, notice what needs to be noticed, then move on to notice
other sensations.
Now proceed to 4 sights, sounds and sensations: then 3,2,1 of
each category.
Repeat the whole cycle as needed to deepen the effect.
After, take 5 regular breaths to re-orient. To fall asleep, let eyes
close at any point.

Place of Refuge (visualization for comfort and safety.)

Allow your body to rest as comfortable as possible, and prepare yourself
for an experience of peace and calm. If you wish, play some music that
relaxes you…let your breath be just as it is, allowing your body to breathe
in its own way…
Scan your body for tension or pain, starting at the top of your head and
letting awareness flow down through your body-taking your own time
simply noticing…. wherever you find tightness, pressure or discomfort,
invite softening, widening and easing…. When you feel ready, allow an
image or feeling of peacefulness and safety to arrive in your awareness-a
beautiful place of refuge-a safe haven from your worries and cares-and
when you’re there, you feel comfortable, secure, and at ease…everything
in this place is just right for you …the perfect temperature…the most
soothing sounds…just the right people, objects or animals are
present…the most comforting smells or tastes…
Spend as much time as you like in this place…rest…be at peace….
Know that you can return here at any time you wish for refuge, respite,
relaxation, and comfort….

There is an end to CURE;
There is no end to CARE.
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What About The Caregiver?
At this time, you may find you are so busy being a caregiver that you
are not looking after your own health. Remember, it can be difficult to
care for another when you don’t care for yourself.
Self care suggestions
• Ask for and accept help with care, household and other tasks (e.g.
phone calls, shopping).
• Find ways to handle updates and enquiries (e.g. use email,
designate a friend).
• Notice what gives you comfort or pleasure (e.g. time with others,
reading, nature).
• Remember to breathe, to eat and to sleep.
• Set limits and say no when you need to. Let others know how you
are doing.
• Don’t ignore the humour and beauty in life.
• Share stories and memories.
• Acknowledge this is a difficult time. Remember that everyone
(including you) is doing their best.
• Do anything that feels like self care (e.g., massage, haircut, nap,
walk, sit quietly, cry).
• Maintain your spiritual and religious practices.
• Sing, play or listen to music that comforts or uplifts you.

Please see more information in the “Care for the Caregiver Handbook.”

Caregiving often calls us to
lean into love
we didn’t know possible.
Tia Walker
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Saying Good-bye
For many people, saying good-bye is very important. The person who is
dying, as well as friends and family members, may wish to express their
love, gratitude and sorrow to each other. Some people may say good-bye
through conversations, letters, trips and rituals, or simply by being
together. Some dying people are most comfortable with having people
around, while others are more at ease with quiet and privacy. Sometimes
a person seems to choose the time to die, perhaps when alone or when
particular people are present.
You may wish to:
• talk about shared experiences, offering and receiving love.
• offer or ask for forgiveness.
• remember that tears are a natural and healing release of sadness.
• reassure the dying person that you and your family will be okay.
• choose a funeral home if you have not already done so.

At the Time of Death
You will notice that the person’s
• breathing and heartbeat have stopped
• eyes are not moving and may be open or closed
• mouth may fall or remain open as the jaw relaxes
• skin becomes pale and waxy looking

We are all just walking each other home.
Ram Dass
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When Death has Occurred at Home
• 9-1-1 is not the preferred resource to call, but if you have to, they
can/will pronounce death and help navigate you through the process.

• DO CALL the Palliative Care Team, or the Home Care Nurse. They will
arrange for a nurse or doctor to come to your home, as required, to
pronounce the death.

• DO CALL family members, friends or your spiritual advisor if you would
like someone to be with you.

• SPEND as much time with the person who has died as you wish.
Remember there is no need to rush. Take time to absorb the reality
of death and to say good-bye.

• Call the funeral home when you are ready, after the nurse or doctor
has arrived. If you have not chosen a funeral home, do so at this time.
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After the Death
This final leave-taking can be a difficult time. You may wish to spend time
with the body of the person who has died, reminiscing and saying goodbye. Before the funeral home attendants arrive, you may want to bathe
and/or dress the person or gather special objects or notes to send with
him or her. You may prefer to choose the clothes you want the person to
wear and give them to the attendants, or you can bring them to your
meeting at the funeral home.

When the funeral home attendants arrive, they will move the body to a
stretcher in preparation for leaving. The body will be placed in a special
zippered bag made for the purpose of transport. Consider whether or not
you wish to be present when the person’s body is removed. You may wish
to remain with the body or you may want to leave, go into another room
or go for a walk while the stretcher is taken out. Memorial or funeral plans
can be made or confirmed at an appointment with the funeral home the
next day.

Please be gentle and patient and kind to yourself as you honour
your personal grief journey. To support you, we have created the
Bereavement Handbook.
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Important Links to Palliative Care Websites

https://www.chpca.ca/

www.saskpalliativecare.org

www.virtualhospice.ca
“The end of life deserves as much beauty,
care and respect as the beginning.”
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Five Hills Health Region Palliative Care/Home Care Services
Access Centre
Phone: 306-691-2090
Toll Free: 1-866-211-5696

With Gratitude to Victoria Hospice
for permission to draw from their rich resources.
https://victoriahospice.org/

Heartland Hospice Moose Jaw Inc.
Box 334
Moose Jaw Saskatchewan
S6H 4N9
www.heartlandhospicemj.ca
supportivecare@heartlandhospicemj.ca
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